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Abstract: We review systems that support the management of collaborative interaction, and propose a classification framework built on a simple model of coaching. Our framework distinguishes between mirroring systems, which display basic actions to collaborators, metacognitive tools, which represent the state of interaction via a set of key indicators, and coaching systems, which offer advice based on an interpretation of those indicators. The reviewed systems are further characterized by the type of interaction data they assimilate, the processes they use for deriving higher-level data representations, and the type of feedback they provide to users.
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1 Introduction

Over the past decade, we have seen an explosion of network-based technologies that enable traditional and non-traditional distance learners alike to learn collaboratively. These environments enhance traditional distance learning curricula by giving students the opportunity to interact with other students and share ideas. But especially for domains in which teamwork is critical, do these environments measure up to traditional classroom group activity? Classrooms provide supportive environments where teams of students learn in the presence of an instructor who helps to manage and guide the collaboration, providing clear goals as to what is expected from the group process. It is too early to tell whether or not we will ever be able to offer the supportiveness of a traditional classroom, online; however, a few research projects have begun to explore the possibilities of enriching CSCL environments with tools to support collaborative interaction. In this paper, we attempt to develop a conceptual framework to describe the array of capabilities these tools offer. At the core of this framework lies a hypothetical model of coaching that mimics simple process control.

1.1 Four phases of coaching process

Coaching collaborative interaction means supporting or managing the group members’ metacognitive activities related to the interaction. For example, one might help students manage their interaction by assigning roles, detecting conflicts and misunderstandings, or proposing suitable tasks for each participant, given their level of expertise.

We have drawn upon work by Barros and Verdejo (2000) to develop a framework that describes the process of collaboration management. Barros and Verdejo (2000) distinguish between the performance level, in which actions are recorded, and the analysis level, which defines a set of attributes characterizing the interaction. Attributes are computed by analyzing the actions users take on the interface. An advisor module then evaluates the attributes’ values and sends feedback to the learners. Finally, the effects of the advisor’s interventions on the students are studied.

In our terms, collaboration management follows a simple homeostatic process that continuously compares the state of interaction with a target configuration. Actions are taken whenever a perturbation arises, in order to bring the system back to equilibrium. This model is a convenient way of classifying systems rather than a reflection of reality, as the definition of the desired state can itself change in the course of activity. This note of caution aside, collaboration management can be described as a repetitive cycle containing the following phases (also see Figure 1):
The data collection phase involves observing and recording the interaction. Typically, users’ actions (e.g. ‘user1 clicked on I agree’, ‘user1 left the room’) are logged and stored for later processing.

The next phase involves selecting one or more high-level variables, termed indicators, to represent the current state of interaction. An indicator’s values may be obtained by instantiating a model of interaction with the data obtained in the first step. For example, an agreement indicator might be derived by comparing the problem-solving actions of two or more students, or a symmetry indicator might result from a comparison of participation indicators.

The interaction can be “diagnosed” by comparing the current state of interaction to an ideal model of interaction. In this paper, we define an ideal model as a set of indicators describing desirable and undesirable interaction states. For instance, we might want learners to be verbose, agree frequently, and participate equally.

Finally, if there are discrepancies between the current state of interaction (as described by the indicator values) and the desired state of interaction, some remedial actions might be proposed. Simple remedial actions (e.g. ‘You have not participated enough’) might result from analyzing a model containing only one indicator (e.g. word or action count), which can be directly computed from the data, whereas more complex remedial actions might require a more sophisticated computational model.

Who is managing this process? It might be a teacher, or the group members themselves, who observe the interaction and propose roles or activities, or it might be a computer system that diagnoses the state of interaction and proposes remedial actions. In the next section, we describe systems to support these options.

1.2 From Mirroring to Guiding

Systems that support collaboration generally adopt one of two approaches. The first approach, which we do not cover here, structures the situation in which the collaboration takes place. Learning situations can be structured by requiring the students to use a set of structured software tools, structuring the group itself (i.e. selecting group members based on some criteria), or structuring the task (e.g. by a learning scenario). These factors may encourage group members to engage in certain types of interaction such as argumentation or peer tutoring via external means. The second approach involves structuring the collaboration itself through coaching or self regulation, as illustrated by the collaboration management cycle. As the collaboration progresses, the state of interaction is evaluated with respect to a desired state, and remedial actions may be proposed to reduce discrepancies. Structuring and coaching are not exclusive approaches, as structuring interaction might take place during interaction as a remedial action.

We now distinguish two approaches to guiding learning interaction. In the first case, the system gathers data about the students’ interaction, and shows some visualization of this information to the user, possibly aside information about what an ideal interaction might look like. It is then up to the students or teacher to interpret the visualization and decide what actions (if any) to take. In the second case, the model of interaction and the system’s assessment of the current state is hidden from the students. The system uses
this information to make decisions about how to moderate the group. Fundamentally, these two paradigms are the same, in that first data is collected, then a model of interaction is constructed and this model is instantiated to represent the current state, and possibly the desired state, and finally, some decisions are made about how to proceed. The difference between these two approaches lies in the locus of processing (see Figure 1). Systems that collect interaction data and construct visualizations of this data place the locus of processing at the user level, whereas systems that advise process this information directly.

The benefits of coaching student interaction (via human or computer) are clear, given a correct diagnosis and appropriate remedial actions. But what can students learn when presented with visualizations of data, or indicators? Students who view and analyze indicator values may learn to understand and improve their own interaction, for example by relating specific indicator configurations to successful completion of a task. (e.g. - We had good results when we were all participating actively). Students might, however, lack the understanding to interpret the visualizations correctly, leading them to take unnecessary actions. Without the time and understanding to develop their own models of interaction, students may naturally rely on implicit social norms (status, equality) to manage the interaction. For example, a student might remain silent allowing his more knowledgeable partner to perform a difficult task, or partners may try to participate equally, thinking that equal participation leads to equal credit. Collaborative learners, guided by indicator displays, may need to follow a more introspective process to develop an understanding of their interaction than when they are guided by an advisor.

2 A Review of Systems for Supporting Collaborative Learning

In this section, we provide examples of three types of supportive collaborative learning systems, in the context of the collaboration management model. Systems that reflect actions, termed mirroring systems, collect raw data in log files, and display it to the collaborators. Systems that monitor the state of interaction, termed metacognitive tools, model the state of interaction and provide collaborators with visualizations that can be used to self-diagnose the interaction. These visualizations typically include a set of indicators that represent the state of the interaction, possibly alongside a set of desired values for those indicators. Finally, coaching or advising systems guide the collaborators by recommending actions they might execute to enhance the interaction. Figure 1 shows the stages of the collaboration management cycle that each of these three system types carry out. The next three subsections will review systems that fall into these categories.

2.1 Systems that Reflect Actions

The most basic level of support a system might offer involves making the students or teachers aware of participants’ actions. Actions taken on shared resources, or those that take place in private areas of a workspace may not be directly visible to the collaborators, yet they may significantly influence the collaboration. Raising awareness about such actions may help students maintain a representation of their teammates’ activity.

Some systems in this category represent actions along a timeline. For example Plaisant, Rose, Rubloff, Salter, and Shneiderman (1999) describe a system in which students learn the basics of vacuum pump technology through a simulation. As the learner manipulates the controls of the simulation, a history of actions is displayed graphically beneath the target variable (e.g. pressure). It consists of stripes and boxes that represent the user’s actions as well as the system’s messages. The data displayed to the student does not undergo any processing or summarizing but directly reflects the actions taken on the interface. These graphical records of actions can then be sent to a tutor or a peer learner or replayed by the learner to examine his own performance. Although Plaisant and colleagues did not design the system to be used by two persons at the same time, the learning history might be used to mirror the collaborative situation by displaying the actions of the learners side-by-side, and offering a representation of concurrent actions, thus helping coordination of actions.

Other systems reflect actions but are not geared specifically toward learning, and hence will not be covered in much detail here. For example, one of the awareness tools (Gutwin et al., 1995) in the Groupkit system (Roseman and Greenberg, 1992) consists of a shared scrollbar to display the section of a text each participant is looking at, allowing students to locate their partner’s focus of attention. There exists many groupware systems that provide users with information such as where other users are located (if the system uses a room-based paradigm), or what objects other users are viewing or manipulating. See NCSA Habanero, CuseeMe, Collaborative Virtual Workspace, Microsoft NetMeeting for some examples.
2.2 Systems that Monitor the State of Interaction

Systems that monitor the state of interaction fall into two categories: those that aggregate the interaction data into a set of high-level indicators, and display them to the participants, and those that internally compare the current state of interaction to a model of ideal interaction, but do not reveal this information to the users. In the former case, the learners are expected to manage the interaction themselves, having been given the appropriate information to do so. In the latter case, this information is either intended to be used later by a coaching agent, or analyzed by researchers in an effort to understand and explain the interaction.

Our first group of systems models the state of interaction via a set of indicators that are displayed to the users. Jermann (work in progress) has developed a system that displays participation rates to the collaborators while they solve a traffic light tuning problem. One indicator shows the number of messages and the other shows the number of problem-solving actions. Such tools might have a positive impact on a group’s metacognitive activities by aiding in the construction and maintenance of a shared mental model of the interaction. A mental model may encourage students to discuss and regulate their interaction explicitly, leading to a better coordination of the joint effort to reach a solution. Taking these ideas one step further, we might imagine a system whose model of desired interaction is displayed to the students next to the actual state of interaction. The model might also change during the learning process, causing the target values of the indicators to be dynamically updated, encouraging the learners to improve in different ways.

In situations where more than two persons interact, social networks may be used to represent the exchange patterns among participants in a discussion (Nurmela, Lehtinen, and Palonen, 1999; Wortham, 1999). A social network typically consists of a network of nodes in which each node represents a participant. The thickness of an edge connecting any two nodes represents the amount of discussion between two participants. Simoff (1999) proposes an interesting way to merge the graphical representation of participation rates, and the potential for learning. His system visualizes discussion threads with nested boxes. The thickness of the boxes’ edges represents the number of messages produced in response to the opening message for a particular thread. In an educational environment, thicker boxes might mean deeper conversations, hence deeper understanding.

Some indicators are implicitly contained in the tools used by the students. In Sharlock II (Ogata, Matsuura, and Yano, 2000), a special tool called a Knowledge Awareness Map graphically shows you as a user who else is discussing or manipulating your knowledge pieces. In this case, the distance between users and knowledge elements on the map indicates the degree to which users have similar knowledge.

The systems we have discussed so far refrain from interpreting the content of the interaction, and instead focus on quantitative aspects of the interaction. Analyzing participation rates involves counting words or messages, whereas indicators such as acknowledgement rate and delay (how often users respond to incoming messages, and how long this takes) or role distribution (what kind of actions are taken by whom) require more sophisticated computation (e.g. advanced modeling or natural language processing techniques). Studying more complex variables often involves analyzing the semantic aspects of interaction and the patterns of student actions. A structured interface may facilitate the interpretation of actions by the system. For example, users may be required to select a dialog act (e.g. propose, encourage, question) when they send messages to each other. MArCo (Tedesco and Self, 2000) is a dialog-oriented system for the detection of meta-cognitive conflicts. The system adopts a dialog game approach with a limited set of possible dialog moves. User utterances must be formulated in a formal language that enables the conversation to be mapped onto a belief-based model (BDI). The analysis mechanism detects disagreements and conflicts between users’ beliefs and intentions.

Conversational acts may be considered in isolation, or in the temporal context of other acts. Muehlenbrock and Hoppe (1999) were one of the first to propose actions in shared workspaces as a basis for a qualitative analysis. Unlike dialog tags, actions on external representations are not only interrelated on a temporal dimension, but also on a structural dimension, i.e. concerning their context of application. This approach has been termed action-based collaboration analysis (Muehlenbrock, 2000) and is implemented as a plug-in component in the generic framework system CARDBOARD/CARDDALIS, which is for collaboration by means of shared workspaces with structured external representations (visual languages) and for the provision of intelligent support. Action-based collaboration analysis derives higher-level descriptions of group activities, including conflicts and coordination, based on a plan recognition approach. One reason for not displaying a visualization of the model of interaction to the students or the teacher is that the evaluation of complex variables contains a margin of error; hence it may be more appropriate to abstract the relevant aspects of the model and present them to the users. The models of interaction developed by the next two systems are intended to be used by a coaching agent (in the future) in advising...
and guiding the group interaction. HabiPro (Vizcaino, Contreras, Favela, and Prieto, 2000) is a collaborative programming environment that both displays the students’ participation statistics, and models more complex interaction variables. The system includes a group model, and an interaction model, which includes a set of “patterns” describing possible characteristics of group interaction (e.g. the group prefers to look at the solution without seeing an explanation). During the collaborative activity, the group model compares the current state of interaction to these patterns and proposes actions such as withholding solutions until the students have tried the problem.

EPSILON (Soller and Lesgold, 2000) monitors group members’ communication patterns and problem solving actions in order to identify situations in which students effectively share new knowledge with their peers while solving object-oriented design problems. In the first phase of the collaboration management cycle (Figure 1), the system logs data describing the students’ speech acts (e.g. Request Opinion, Suggest, Apologize) and actions (e.g. Student 3 created a new class). In the second phase, the system collects examples of effective and ineffective knowledge sharing, and constructs two Hidden Markov Models which describe the students’ interaction in these two cases. A knowledge sharing example is considered effective if one or more students learn the newly shared knowledge (as shown by a difference in pre-post test performance), and ineffective otherwise. In the third phase, the system dynamically assesses a group’s interaction in the context of the constructed models, and determines whether the students need mediation.

### 2.3 Systems that Offer Advice

This section describes systems that analyze the state of collaboration using a model of interaction, and offer advice intended to increase the effectiveness of the learning process. The coach in an advising system plays a role similar to that of a teacher in a collaborative learning classroom. This actor (be it a computer coach or human) is responsible for guiding the students toward effective collaboration and learning. Since effective collaborative learning includes both learning to effectively collaborate, and collaborating effectively to learn, the facilitator must be able to address social or collaboration issues as well as task-oriented issues. Collaboration issues include the distribution of roles among students (e.g. critic, mediator, idea-generator) (Burton, 1998), equality of participation, and reaching a common understanding (Teasley and Roschelle, 1993), while task-oriented issues involve the understanding and application of key domain concepts. The systems described here are distinguished by the nature of the information in their models, and whether they provide advice on strictly collaboration issues or both social and task-oriented issues. We begin by taking a look at systems that focus on the social aspects of collaborative learning.

A classroom teacher might mediate social interaction by observing and analyzing the group’s conversation, and noting, for example, the levels of participation among group members, or the quality of the conversation. A CSCL system that can advise the social aspects of interaction therefore requires some ability to understand the dialog between group members. Barros and Verdejo’s (2000) asynchronous newsgroup-style system, DEGREE, accomplishes this by requiring users to select the type of contribution (e.g. proposal, question, or comment) from a list each time they add to the discussion. This data satisfies the first phase of the collaboration management cycle. The system’s model of interaction (phase 2 of the collaboration management cycle) is constructed using high-level attributes such as cooperation and creativity (derived from the contribution types mentioned above), as well as low-level attributes such as the mean number of contributions. In the third phase of the collaboration management cycle, the system rates the collaboration between pairs of students along four dimensions: initiative, creativity, elaboration, and conformity. These attributes, along with others such as the length of contributions, factor into a fuzzy inference procedure that rates students’ collaboration on a scale from “awful” to “very good”. The advisor in DEGREE elaborates on the attribute values, and offers students tips on improving their interaction.

A limitation of the DEGREE approach might be its dependence on users’ ability to choose the correct contribution type (proposal, comment, etc.). An alternative way of obtaining this information is to have users select sentence openers, such as “Do you know”, or “I agree because” to begin their contributions. Associating sentence openers with conversational acts such as Request Information, Rephrase, or Agree, and requiring students to use a given set of phrases, allows a system to understand the basic flow of dialog without having to rely on Natural Language parsers. Most sentence opener approaches make use of a structured interface, comprised of organized sets of phrases. Students typically select a sentence opener from the interface to begin each contribution.

McManus and Aiken (1995) take this approach in their Group Leader system. Group Leader builds upon the concept that a conversation can be understood as a series of conversational acts (e.g. Request, Mediate) that correspond to users’ intentions (Flores, Graves, Hartfield, and Winograd, 1988). Like Flores
et al.’s Coordinator system, Group Leader uses state transition matrices to define what conversation acts should appropriately follow other acts, however unlike the Coordinator, users are not restricted to using certain acts based on the system’s beliefs. Group Leader compares sequences of students’ conversation acts to those recommended in four finite state machines developed specifically to monitor discussions about comments, requests, promises, and debates. The system analyzes the conversation act sequences, and provides feedback on the students’ trust, leadership, creative controversy, and communication skills.

The success of McManus and Aiken’s Group Leader (1995) began a proliferation of systems that take a finite state machine approach to modeling and advising collaborative learners. One year later, Inaba and Okamoto (1996) introduced iDCLF, a system that provides advice to students learning to collaboratively prove geometry theorems. This system infers the state of interaction by comparing the sequences of conversation acts to one of four possible finite state machines. Advice is generated through consideration of the dialog state and the roles of each group member.

The next three collaborative learning systems interact with students via a set of specialized computer agents that address both social and task-oriented aspects of group learning. GRACILE (Ayala and Yano, 1998) is an agent-based system designed to help students learn Japanese. The system maintains user models for each of the students, and forms beliefs about potential group learning opportunities. Group learning opportunities are defined as those that promote the creation of zones of proximal development (Vygotsky, 1978), enabling a student to extend her potential development level. GRACILE’s agents assess the progress of individual learners, propose new learning tasks based on the learning needs of the group, and cooperate to maximize the number of situations in which students may effectively learn from one another.

The models of interaction employed by LeCS (Rosatelli, Self, and Thirty, 2000), and COLER (Constantino-Gonzales and Suthers, 2000) also integrate task and social aspects of interaction. LeCS is similar to GRACILE in that a set of computer agents guide students through the analysis of case studies. The agents monitor students’ levels of participation, and track students’ progression through the task procedure, while addressing students misunderstandings and ensuring group coordination. COLER uses decision trees to coach students collaboratively learning Entity-Relationship modeling, a formalism for conceptual database design. For example, the coach might observe a student adding a node to the group’s shared diagram, and might notice that the other group members have not offered their opinions. The coach might then recommend that the student taking action invite the other students to participate. The system also compares students’ private workspaces to the group’s shared workspace, and recommends discussion items based on the differences it finds.

3 Discussion

In the first half of this paper, we developed the collaboration management cycle from a systems perspective. This cycle describes the actions a system can take to support online collaborative learning interaction. In the second half of this paper, we reviewed an array of systems that instantiate the three stages of this model: mirroring, monitoring, and advising.

Mirroring systems record and reflect input data, while monitoring and advising systems process this input data to obtain a higher-level representation which is then either displayed to the collaborators (in the case of indicator-based systems), or used by the system (in the case of advising systems). This higher-level, derived representation may be quantitative or qualitative in nature. A quantitative derivation process might entail counting, for instance, the number of dialog or workspace actions a user has taken. A qualitative derivation process requires taking relational information into account, such as interdependencies between actions or between actions and application context. Table 1 summarizes a number of systems we have reviewed in this paper by the type of interaction data they assimilate, the derivation mechanism they use to produce higher-level (derived) data representations, the derived data representation, and the way in which they attempt to achieve or maintain equilibrium (ideal collaboration).

In some cases, systems that monitor the state of interaction are not all that different from systems that provide advice. For example, suggesting that a student participate more does not require much more computation than displaying students’ participation statistics; moreover both approaches may have the same effect. These systems begin to differ when the knowledge behind the indicators requires a great enough level of inferencing to warrant having a coach analyze the data to scaffold the learning process.

Seeing that providing advice is easy given a set of indicators, why not both advise and show indicators? This may be difficult if we do not know which indicator configuration is most favorable to learning. Table 1. A summary of systems that support collaborative learning, classified according to their structure
Furthermore, the interaction management skills needed to interpret and act upon the indicator values might transfer well to other situations. On the other hand, analyzing the indicators may increase the students’ cognitive load, and some students might misinterpret the indicators.

4 Future Work

The concept of supporting (as opposed to enabling) peer-to-peer interaction in computer-supported collaborative learning systems is still in its infancy. We have not yet seen full-scale evaluations of the types of systems we have covered here. More studies are needed that test the utility of various strategies for computationally supporting online collaborative learning.

Knowledge about how students interact is useful to a system only if it can apply this knowledge to recognize specific situations that call for intervention. Classroom teachers learn to analyze and assess student interaction through close observance of group interaction, trial and error, and experience. Developing a system to analyze group conversation, however, poses its own challenges. Focused research in computational modeling of peer dialog will help in making the transition from understanding how to mediate learning groups to understanding how to train a system to mediate learning groups.
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